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MESSAGE ABSTRACT:

William Temple said, “The church is the only cooperative society that exists for the benefit of its
non-members.” This week we examine the Riverwood mission: to glorify God by reconciling
lives through Jesus Christ. We do that by Going Up, Going Deep, and  Going Deep. These
words we find written on the walls of the church--and also in our bibles.
In 2 Corinthians 5, Paul lays out the mission mandate for us as believers and the church at
large. The first, verses 5:11-16, is what we do to Go Deep, our inward journey. This inward
journey requires introspection and a conviction to resolvediscrepancies between what we
believe and the truth. We examined six convictions we must develop:

1. To a mission (5:11): "we try to persuade men"
2. To humility (5:11:b): "what we are is plain to God"
3. To transparency (5:11b): "it is also plain to your conscience"
4. To internal character (5:12): "so that you can answer those who take pride in what is

seen rather than what is in the heart."
5. To devotion (5:13-15): "Christ's love compels us."
6. To God's perspective (5:16): "we regard no one from a worldly point of view"

The second direction Paul describes, verses 5:17-19, is to Go Out, our outward journey,
demonstrating a commitment to reconcile (restore). We commit to a mission because we have
been changed. We are new creations, driven by the life we get from Christ. And that drive
makes us agents of change, for our mission is to reconcile others to Christ, and at the root of
the word "reconcile" is the word "change." We are to influence others to change their view of
God--to see Him as He truly is.

The final direction Paul describes, verses 5:20-6:2, is to Go Up, our inward journey. This is our
courage to respond. To respond to the changes we need to make in our own life. If we are to be
change agents for others, we must also change ourselves. The consequences of ignoring the
changes God wants us to make is heartbreaking. Literally. For God broke His heart for us, and



Paul warns the church in 2 Corinthians 6:1, not to "receive God's grace in vain." All that He
gave, if we don't allow it to change us, was an unnecessary gift.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION:

1. In what way did God speak to you in the message this Sunday?

2. Which of the six convictions we discussed stood out to you most? Why? How can you
grow in that conviction?

3. Do you have a clear mission you’re pursuing? Describe it. If not, what steps might you
take to discover where God wants you to be an ambassador? What areas of resistance
come to mind when you consider it?

4. Consider a relationship that is frustrating you right now. How would you want that person
to change? Now, consider, how might they want you to change. Are you as receptive to
changing yourself as you are to their change?

5. Is God asking you to make a change in some area right now? Pray for each other’s
change commitments.


